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ABSTRACT
The identification of atypical events and anomalies in complex data systems is
an essential yet challenging task. The dynamic nature of these systems produces
huge volumes of data that is often heterogeneous, and the failure to account for
this will impede the detection of anomalies. Time series data encompass these
issues and its high dimensional nature intensifies these challenges.
This research presents a framework for the identification of anomalies in
temporal data. A comparative analysis of Centroid, Density and Neural
Network-based clustering techniques was performed and their scalability was
assessed. This facilitated the development of a new algorithm called the
Variational Autoencoder Feature Map (VAEFM) which is an ensemble method
that is based on Kohonen’s Self-Organizing Maps (SOM) and Variational
Autoencoders. The VAEFM is an unsupervised learning algorithm that models
the distribution of temporal data without making a priori assumptions. It
incorporates principles of novelty detection to enhance the representational
capacity of SOMs neurons, which improves their ability to generalize with novel
data.
The VAEFM technique was demonstrated on a dataset of accumulated
aircraft sensor recordings, to detect atypical events that transpired in the
approach phase of flight. This is a proactive means of accident prevention and is
therefore advantageous to the Aviation industry. Furthermore, accumulated
aircraft data presents big data challenges, which requires scalable analytical
solutions.
The results indicated that VAEFM successfully identified temporal
dependencies in the flight data and produced several clusters and outliers. It
analyzed over 2500 flights in under 5 minutes and identified 12 clusters, two of
which contained stabilized approaches. The remaining comprised of aborted

xvi

approaches, excessively high/fast descent patterns and other contributory factors
for unstabilized approaches. Outliers were detected which revealed oscillations in
aircraft trajectories; some of which would have a lower detection rate using
traditional flight safety analytical techniques. The results further indicated that
VAEFM facilitates large-scale analysis and its scaling efficiency was
demonstrated on a High Performance Computing System, by using an increased
number of processors, where it achieved an average speedup of 70%.

xvii

CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
The exponential growth of data has presented several challenges in the
information era. One of which is the ability to perform large scale analysis on
high dimensional data while accounting for heterogeneity. Time series data
encompass these issues, and their analysis is prevalent in many disciplines
including: Finance & Economics, Medicine, Neuroscience, Aerospace, Hydrology
and Speech Processing [3, 4].
Definition 1 A time-series T is an ordered sequence of n real-valued
observations that are recorded based on a given sampling rate [3].

T = (t1 , ..., tn ), ti ∈ IR

Temporal observations are comprised of univariate or multivariate
measurements which span a given timeframe. Time series data mining is the
process of analyzing the shape of the data to identify similarities between
patterns on various time scales [3].
Temporal data has several characteristics which makes them difficult to
manipulate in their original structure; these include: high volume, high
dimensionality, heterogeneity and susceptibility to noise [3, 5, 6, 7]. Consequently,
transformation steps are often employed to reduce the dimensions and extract
salient features – while ensuring that the data integrity is unaffected [5, 6, 7].
Furthermore, identifying appropriate similarity measures between time series
data, is essential for pattern discovery and cluster analysis, as they rely on a
notion of distance to reflect underlying similarity within the data [3, 6, 7].
These challenges adds to the complexity of time series data mining, thereby
making dependencies difficult to model. This affects the representational
1

capacity of the trained models which limits their ability to learn meaningful
information [5, 8]. However, there is still an increased interest in pattern
detection techniques that effectively describe temporally varying phenomenon [9].
This dissertation entails the development of a new algorithm called the
Variational Autoencoder Feature Map (VAEFM) which is an ensemble method
that is based on Kohonen’s Self-Organizing Maps (SOM) and Variational
Autoencoders. VAEFM is an unsupervised learning algorithm which performs
dimensionality reduction and models the distribution of data without making a
priori assumptions. It is comprised of multiple stacked Variational Autoencoders
which are trained to learn the manifold of time series data. After which the
accuracy of the expected data is compared with the observed/predicted data.
This produces a score for novelty detection, which is then clustered in a
topologically preserving scheme that is based on the Self Organizing Map.
This research applied VAEFM to the analysis of flight data, which is temporal
by nature and encompass the aforementioned challenges. Aircraft that are
equipped with airborne flight data recorders (FDR) record flight and engine data
that were retrieved from various sensors that monitors its performance. The
volume of recorded data varies based on the number of observed parameters, the
duration of the flight, and the sampling rate. Flight data contains critical
information on the aircraft’s operation during flight and can be used to identify
unsafe practices, violations of standard operating procedures (SOP) and
maintenance issues.
The traditional approach to flight data analysis was predominantly reactive,
which by nature is performed after an accident or incident has occurred.
Industry experts have advocated for proactive and predictive methods which
routinely analyze flight data to identify accident precursors and mitigate risks
associated with unsafe practices [10, 11, 12]. However, many approaches that are
currently employed rely on strict threshold criteria called exceedances; which,
albeit useful, are rigid and incapable of detecting events that oscillate near their

2

thresholds. They are also unable to detect anomalies due to faulty sensors,
unpredictable flight patterns, or any criteria that is difficult to quantify
statistically/numerically.
Consequently, there is a demand for innovative and standardized tools that
are able to augment current analytical methods. Machine learning via data
mining is advantageous for anomaly detection due to their proficiency in
exploring data to predict new situations, discover meaningful patterns and detect
trends [13, 14, 15]. They are able to explore the intricacies of complex data and
explain underlying phenomena to promote the identification of anomalies that
would have been unidentified using traditional methods.
However, mining flight data presents several challenges, some of which include:
• The heterogeneous nature of flight data presents dimensionality concerns.
The volume of recorded data varies based on the FDR’s sampling rate, the
aircraft’s make/model and the duration of flight. Further, this data is an
amalgamation of continuous and categorical parameters which are recorded
in various units.
• Accumulated flight data requires scalable solutions. Historical flight data is
invaluable as they contain indicators on accident precursors which are
useful for predictive analysis. Therefore, its accumulation requires scalable
solutions to analyze large volumes of data and provide results in a feasible
amount of time.
• Data representation and feature extraction. Obtaining hand-engineered
features can be a tedious, and potentially error-prone process due to the
volume of data. Consequently, performing this task for several hundred, or
thousand, flights can be very challenging if done manually.
Due to the aforementioned concerns, unsupervised learning provides
techniques for addressing them to enhance the analysis of flight data beyond the
use of exceedance monitoring.
3

1 Scope & Objectives
This dissertation presents the development of a framework for novelty detection
in time series data – i.e. the identification of new/unknown atypical events. The
objective was to identify and designate types of unstabilized approaches that
transpired in the final approach phase of flight at the Grand Forks International
Airport (GFK).
Definition 2 A phase of flight refers to a period within a flight which begins
when a person boards the aircraft with the intention of flight and continues until
they have disembarked [16].
The elements of a stabilized approach involves: maintaining the correct lateral
and vertical flight path, adequate energy management and small deviations in
the aircraft’s orientation during its final descent. Failure to comply may result in
hard landings, loss of control, tail strikes or other unfavorable events [17, 18].
Unstabilized approaches account for approximately 45% of approach and landing
accidents [17]; 66% of these events are as a result of high/fast or low/slow
approaches [17], which are preventable given the appropriate retraining efforts.
However, the elements of unstabilized approaches vary based on the aerodynamic
capability of the aircraft, the airport’s location and elevation, and external
phenomena such as weather are contributory factors for these occurrences.
Therefore, it is impractical to specify these criteria for every make/model
aircraft and runway configuration using traditional analytical techniques.
Consequently, unsupervised learning is used to develop representative models
of the problem and they are advantageous in cases where the volume of
accumulated data is beyond the scope of efficient human analytical capabilities.
The specific objectives of this research were to:
• Develop a framework for the extraction, preprocessing and transformation
of aircraft data.
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• Perform a comparative analysis of unsupervised clustering algorithms to
assess their ability to identify patterns in the unlabeled data.
• Utilize the Message Passing Interface (MPI) to facilitate development of
the above algorithms for High Performance Computing Systems. After
which a comparative analysis of the serial and parallel algorithms
evaluated their scaling efficiency.
• Integrate weather data from the National Climatic Data Center’s (NCDC)
Automated Surface Observing Systems (ASOS) to determine if strong
tailwinds or crosswinds were contributory factors in the unstabilized
approaches.

2 Motivation & Contributions
The University of North Dakota’s (UND) flight training belongs to the General
Aviation (GA) sector. GA is one of two branches of civil aviation that pertains
to the operation of all non-scheduled and non-military aircraft [19, 20], and
comprises 63% of all civil aviation activity within the United
States [19, 20, 21, 22]. GA is an invaluable and lucrative industry; however it has
the highest accident rates within civil aviation [19, 23].
As of 2009 GA accident and fatality rates were 7.2 and 1.33 per 100,000 flight
hours respectively; and eight out of ten accidents were caused by pilot
error [23, 24, 25, 26]. Pilot error can be attributed to poor human-system
integration and for GA operators, they are often unaware of certain risks,
incorrectly assess the gravity of the situation or underestimate the aerodynamic
capability of the aircraft. Therefore, pilot’s decisions are strongly determined by
their perception of the risk which influences their risk avoidance and mitigation
techniques [27, 28]. Measures are needed to educate them on unsafe practices, as
unfavorable events are not random occurrences but a series of active failures
facilitated by latent conditions [29, 30]. Consequently, one of the major aspects
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in improving the accident and fatality rates requires educating pilots on their
unsafe practices.
This research performed a comparative analysis of the following unsupervised
machine learning algorithms: K-means, Density Based Spatial Clustering of
Applications with Noise (DBSCAN), and Kohonen Self Organizing Map (SOM).
The use of various distance functions was performed and the algorithm’s
scalability was assessed. This facilitated the development of the Variational
Autoencoder Feature Map (VAEFM) which was designed to address limitations
of the above algorithms. VAEFM facilitates dimensionality reduction and learns
the manifold of the aircraft data without making a priori assumptions.
VAEFM’s design addressed scalability concerns of temporal data by distributing
the workload across multiple processors during training, to facilitate parallel
processing. The derived model was useful for knowledge discovery on various
type of anomalous flight patterns. The results of which were presented using
graphical means that can be easily understood to facilitate awareness of unsafe
flight practices.
The VAEFM analyzed over 2500 flights, and its scalability was assessed up to
256 processors; where it produced results in under 5 minutes. The algorithm
identified correlations in the data, and produced 12 clusters which comprised of
stabilized approaches, missed/aborted approaches, excessively high/fast descent
profiles and other contributory factors for unstabilized approaches. Outliers were
detected which revealed oscillations in aircraft trajectories, some of which would
have a lower detection rate using traditional flight safety analytical techniques.
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CHAPTER II
BACKGROUND
Unsupervised cluster analysis is the process of exploring data, which is often
unlabeled, to discover natural groupings, called clusters. Cluster membership is
determined by the use of a distance metric and the selection of an appropriate
metric is vital when performing analysis in high dimensional feature space as it
can influence the algorithm’s sensitivity to neighbors or outliers and skew hidden
correlations – the curse of dimensionality. This section contains the background
on clustering algorithms and distance metrics/measures that were used in this
research.

1 K-Means Clustering
K-means [31], is one of the oldest unsupervised learning algorithms that
partitions a dataset into a user specified number of clusters, denoted by
k [32, 33]. Given a set of data points and an integer k, the k-means algorithm
randomly selects k centroids and seeks to minimize an objective function
between each data point and its nearest centroid producing k clusters [32, 34, 35].
The advantages of k-means include its simplicity, ease of implementation and
applicability to a wide range of problems [32, 36]. The disadvantages include: its
inability to detect outliers or the appropriate number of clusters, and
inefficiently selecting initial centroids. Research has shown that an adequate
choice of centroids can strongly influence both the quality of the solution and the
convergence time [32]. Applications of K-means in aerospace systems include
NASA’s Morning Report [37, 38] and Gariel’s framework for trajectory
clustering [39]. The k-means algorithm can be found in Appendix 1.
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2 Density Based Spatial Clustering of Applications with Noise
(DBSCAN)
Density Based Spatial Clustering of Applications with Noise (DBSCAN) is an
algorithm that clusters unlabeled data based on the density-reachability of each
item with respect to its neighbors [1]. The algorithm uses two hyper-parameters:
epsilon and minimum points. Epsilon is the radius within which density
reachable neighbors can be found; and minimum points is the minimum number
of data points that are required to form a cluster. Unlike k-means, DBSCAN
does not require the number of clusters to be specified a priori because it is
designed to discover clusters of arbitrary shapes and sizes; and unclustered
points are identified as outliers [40]. Figure 1 shows how DBSCAN identifies
density-reachable points.

Figure 1: The DBSCAN algorithm (a) showing densityreachability and (b) density-connectivity of data points p and q,
as described by Ester et. al. [1]
The advantages of DBSCAN include its ability to: automatically detect the
number of clusters, identify clusters of arbitrary shapes and sizes, and detect
outliers. Disadvantages include: the quality of the clusters formed depends on
the distance measure employed [41], and finding appropriate values for epsilon is
very challenging [42]. The DBSCAN algorithm is very difficult to parallelize due
to the sequential nature that is used to identify density-reachability and
density-connectivity. The pseudocode for DBSCAN can be found in Appendix 2.
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2.1 Parallel DBSCAN
Parallel clustering with DBSCAN has been the focus of many research
endeavors, as the algorithm’s efficacy is renowned; however its computation time
is expensive and the best method to improve its performance is via parallel
analysis [43]. The Master-Worker paradigm, MapReduce, and disjoint-sets are
some of the most prominent methods to achieve this [43, 44, 45, 46, 47, 48, 49, 50].
The master-worker model as described in [43, 44, 48], implements the
DBSCAN algorithm sequentially with the master acting as a central coordinator.
The master assigns tasks to each worker, performs dynamic load balancing, and
merge results from workers to determine cluster assignment. One of the most
computationally expensive task in DBSCAN is the region queries, requiring as
much as 95% of the computation time [44]. Consequently, the workers seek to
alleviate this problem by performing this task in isolation of each other, and
provides the cluster(s) and/or outlier(s) to the master. However, this approach
may result in bottlenecks at the master processor and incur high communication
overhead between the master and workers [51].
A disjoint set structure was implemented in [51], as a way to forgo the
sequential processing steps of DBSCAN by using a tree-based bottom-up
approach to identify cluster membership. The algorithm treats each datapoint as
a tree and merges those that belong to the same cluster until all clusters have
been identified. The disjoint set structure allows the algorithm to maintain
non-overlapping sets, to reveal cluster membership. Their approach is applicable
on shared and distributed memory. The results indicated they were able to
achieve improved computation time by using over 40 cores, on shared memory
architecture; and 8,192 cores on distributed memory [51].
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3 Artificial Neural Networks (ANN)
Artificial Neural Networks (ANN) are mathematical models that are inspired by
the structure and behavior of a biological neural network [52, 53, 54]. ANNs are
represented as a directed graph of interconnected neurons which are influenced
by weighted connections. ANNs can be effectively used for classification,
clustering, forecasting, pattern recognition and dimensionality reduction [55].
They possess several advantages, which include: high level of accuracy, efficiency,
adaptability, and noise tolerance [52, 56]. Their disadvantages include: the
inability to determine the optimal number of neurons, and identifying adequate
training sets which encompass the problem domain [56]. Types of ANNs include:
Feed Forward Networks, Kohonen Self-Organizing Maps, Recurrent Neural
Networks, Restricted Boltzmann Machines, and Autoencoders. Figure 2 shows
the mathematical representation of a neuron.
x0

Inputs

b

w0

x1

w1

x2

w2

Σ

f

Output
y

Weights
Figure 2: The mathematical representation of a neuron, which is
the building block of a neural network. It has three inputs, and
their respective weight vector; the weighted sum of inputs and
the bias are passed into the activation function f , producing an
output y.
Neural networks can be trained using supervised, unsupervised, and
reinforcement techniques. Supervised learning requires previously labeled,
hand-engineered data which accurately represent the problem space. However,
for many real-world tasks obtaining hand-engineered features can be a tedious,
and potentially error-prone process, especially for high dimensional and
disparate data [57]. Their unsupervised counterpart aim to learn labels directly
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from the data by using distance metrics to identify cohesion within the data (i.e.
small distances which indicate similarity).
This research used unsupervised learning techniques, due to the limited
availability of labeled data. ANNs provide the added benefit that they can be
trained to model a problem and unlike their counterparts, DBSCAN and
k-means, the ANN model can be used to generalize about new or unseen cases –
which is essential for novelty detection.

3.1 Kohonen Self-Organizing Map (SOM)
The Kohonen Self Organizing Map (SOM), is a type of artificial neural network
that was developed by Teuvo Kohonen. SOMs consist of an input and an output
layer – which is organized in a lattice [52] and is based on an unsupervised
competitive learning technique which has proven effective for exploratory data
mining [52, 58, 59, 60]. SOMs advantages include their ability to project high
dimensional data into low dimensional feature space [52, 60]; and identifying
hidden correlations within the data while preserving their topological
relationships [55, 61, 62]. Therefore data with high similarity will be mapped
within close proximity and their neighboring neurons will be sensitive to similar
input data [62].
In the basic SOM algorithm, each neuron’s weights are randomly initialized
and during training, vectors of data are fed into the neural network. The
algorithm iteratively determines which neuron’s weights are more representative
of the data by minimizing and objective function; the Euclidean distance metric
(shown in equation 4) is often used in literature. The winning neuron is
identified and called the Best Matching Unit (BMU). After the BMU is found,
each neuron’s weight vector is updated based on its proximity to the BMU (see
figure 3) – which is based on a Gaussian function. This process is performed for
a maximum number of epochs, during which the neighborhood radius and the
learning rate monotonically decrease over time. Figure 4 shows changes to the
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SOM’s architecture that occurs during training. After training completes, the
neural network will classify new/unseen data and clusters can be identified using
a U-Matrix [63]. The SOM algorithm can be found in Appendix 3.

N0

N3

N5

x0

BMU

N6

x1

N1

N2
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x2

x3
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Figure 3: An 8X8 SOM with input layer x0 - x5 . The input data
traverses the entire network to identify the best matching unit
(BMU). After the BMU is identified, its weights and those of its
neighboring neurons N0 - N7 , are updated during training.

Figure 4: The unfolding of the SOM’s lattice during training as
the neurons weight vectors are updated to model the data.

3.1.1

Parallel SOM

Parallel implementations of self organizing maps are traditionally performed via
network partition or data partition. In network partition, the map is divided
among the number of processors, and each work independently to train the map.
However, in data partition, the dataset is distributed among the processors and
each work independently using different vectors of data to train identical copies
of the same map [64, 65, 66]. In both network and data partition, a master
processor is required to synchronize the results from each worker.
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Network partition suffers from latency issues as each epoch requires
communication between processors to determine the best matching unit;
additionally much effort is needed to accurately join the map at the end of
training; thereby limiting the scalability of this technique [64, 67, 68]. However its
main advantage is that it uses the weight update rule from the basic SOM
algorithm which accurately preserves the topological ordering when compared to
its counterpart [64].
Data partition has the advantage of improved scalability because the parallel
granularity is determined by the volume of data [64], thereby allowing one to
scale up or down the number of processes when required. However, it often uses
the batch update algorithm which delays the weight updates until the end of
each epoch and requires that the entire dataset be available during
training [64, 65, 68]. Research has shown that delaying the weight updates is an
effective technique to improve the training time; the results are comparable and
it eliminates a source of potential bias and poor convergence because it does not
require the use of a learning rate parameter to be specified a priori [64].

3.2 Variational AutoEncoders (VAE)
The autoencoder is a type of unsupervised neural network which is useful for
learning the manifold of unlabeled data. It also performs dimensionality
reduction by enforcing a bottleneck on the size of the hidden layer and applies
various regularizers, such as tied weights, to prevent overfitting the data and
trivially learning the identity function [57, 69, 70]. The trained network, if it
appropriately models the structure of the data, are useful representations for
discriminative techniques [71]. Figure 5 shows the basic structure of an
autoencoder which consists of an encoder function, which maps input data to a
hidden representation and a decoder function which reconstructs the output
from the hidden representation [69, 71, 72].
Data is fed into the network in a feed-forward manner and the weighted
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Figure 5: The basic autoencoder network which learn representations of its input data by minimizing the reconstruction error
between the encoder and decoder layers in an unsupervised manner. The use of regularization, prevents overfitting and places
constraints on the number of hidden neurons that are required
to learn useful features. The bias has been excluded from the
illustration.
product of the data, its respective weights and biases are sought and a
non-linearity (i.e. activation function) is applied to restrict the range of the
outputs (the sigmoid function is depicted in equations 1). This is the encoding
process which produces vectors at the hidden layer, called latent variables.
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n
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Unlike traditional feed-forward neural networks which are trained to map to a
target output, autoencoders are trained to reconstruct the input data; this is the
decoding process. The weighted sum of the hidden values and their respective
biases are applied to an activation function to produce an output (see equation
2). The decoder uses tied weights, which is the transpose of the encoders weight
matrix and is a form of regularization to prevent learning the identity function.
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Training an autoencoder is the process of minimizing the reconstruction error
which is achieved by optimization methods, such as gradient descent, which
propagates the error through the network until the cost is minimized. After
which, the encoder should contain meaningful representations provided that the
decoder learned to output accurate reconstructions of the input.
Types of autoencoder networks include: Sparse, Denoising and Variational
techniques. This research used variational autoencoders which incorporates
probabilistic inference to further regularize the basic autoencoder so that its low
dimensional features extract factors of variations in the data [73, 74, 75].

Figure 6: Variational autoencoders further regularizes the basic autoencoder by
learning the joint distribution over the input data and its latent representations.
It calculates the weighted sum of its inputs and bias terns – similar to the basic
autoencoder. Assuming this produces a gaussian distribution, a third layer is
integrated which samples µ and σ from the previous layer. The network then
integrates an auxiliary random variable  to generate gaussian noise,  ∼ N (0, I)
and computes µ + σ. Training the VAE is the process of measuring how much
information is lost and minimizing that using gradient descent.
Variational Autoencoders (VAE), shown in figure 6, learns the joint
distribution over the input data and its latent representations by sampling from
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a unit gaussian distribution. For a given input, the encoder derives the mean
and variance of the gaussian from which the latent variables are sampled. The
decoder then uses the latent variables to reconstruct the original data. VAEs
seek to minimize the cost function in equation 3 which is comprised of a
reconstruction loss and a latent loss. The reconstruction loss assesses the
similarity between the VAE’s generated data and the input data. The latent loss
is used to penalize latent variables that do not follow a unit gaussian; this is
based on the Kullback-Leibler Divergence [76] between the input distribution
and its approximation.

L(φ, θ; x) = Ez∼qφ (z|x) [log(pθ (x|z))] − DKL (qφ (z|x)||pθ (z))

(3)

VAEs are both inference (i.e. the encoder function) and generative (i.e. the
decoder function) models [77]; as the decoder can be used to generate new data
from the latent vector.

4 Evaluating Distance/Similarity
Cluster analysis relies on the use of distance functions that adequately measure
similarity to determine cluster memberships. However, the selection of an
appropriate distance function will enhance or deter the algorithm’s ability to
identify neighbors and/or outliers. Therefore this researched compared three
similarity measures to identify any improvements in the quality of the cluster
formations.
Definition 3 A distance function d(x,y) measures the distance between elements
x and y. A metric satisfies the following:
• d(x, y) ≥ 0
• d(x, y) = d(y, x)
• d(x, z) ≤ d(x, y) + d(y, z)
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• d(x, y) = 0 ⇐⇒ x = y.
If any of the above properties are not upheld, the distance function is not a
metric (and is referred to as a distance/similarity measure).

4.1 Euclidean Distance
The Euclidean distance metric [78] measures the similarity between two vectors
by calculating the sum of squared difference between one to one mappings of
their elements. Equation 4 represents the Euclidean distance between two
vectors x and y.

d(x, y) =

p
(x1 − y1 )2 + (x2 − y2 )2 + · · · + (xn − yn )2

(4)

4.2 Mahalanobis Distance
The Mahalanobis [79] distance metric is a form of z-score which measure the
distance between vectors of data, while measuring the correlation of each
parameters and preserving their magnitude. The distance between two vectors x
and y is shown in equation 5, and S−1 is the inverse of the covariance matrix.

d(~x, ~y ) =

p
(~x − ~y )T S−1 (~x − ~y )
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(5)

4.3 Dynamic Time Warping (DTW)
Dynamic Time Warping (DTW) [80] is a dynamic programming approach to the
problem of aligning time series data in such a way that an optimal path can be
detected which minimizes the distance between each data point. It produces a
cost, which represents the similarity between the two curves. Figure 7 shows how
DTW identifies time-independent similarity between two curves.

Figure 7: The DTW alignment of two time-dependent sequences (the
aligned points are depicted by arrows) [2]
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CHAPTER III
RELATED RESEARCH
1 Clustering Time Series Data
Analyzing time series data is a complex task due to the temporal dependencies
in the data and the variability of their sampling rates. Identifying clusters in
temporal data requires normalizing the dataset to a fixed range, an appropriate
distance measure/metric and a clustering algorithm [3, 4, 81]. Previous research
have explored many methods of analyzing time series data; some approaches
employ rigorous mathematical and statistical techniques to reduce the
dimensions of the data while others integrate curve similarity analysis. However,
their respective approaches often employ an amalgamation of various techniques
which often includes dimensionality reduction prior to machine learning. This is
an important preprocessing step because there is a need to identify appropriate
representations of the data as the success of machine learning algorithms depend
on such [82]. Subsequently, the derived features, if they appropriately model the
structure of the dataset, are useful for discriminative or predictive tasks [71].
However, the choice of data representation can potentially skew the variability in
the raw data [57, 82]. Consequently, dimensionality reduction techniques are
often used meticulously to minimize loss of information so their predicted
classification will not be negatively affected.

1.1 Integrating Curve Similarity via Dynamic Time Warping
Many researchers have used Dynamic Time Warping (DTW) [80] (see section II
4.3) as a similarity measure for comparing temporal sequences of varying
lengths [4, 83, 84, 85, 86].
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Rakthanmanon et. al. [4] used dynamic time warping as the similarity
measure to search trillions of electrocardiogram (ECG) data which was sampled
at 256Hz. Parshutin & Kuleshova analyzed time warping techniques for time
series clustering [83]. Their research analyzed the influence of DTW [80] and
Derivative Dynamic Time Warping (DDTW) [86] on the topological preservation
of the Self Organizing Map (SOM) [58, 59]; SOM is a popular dimensionality
reduction algorithm (see section II 3.1). Their results indicated that the
topology of the neurons influence the precision of the SOM’s results; the use of
DTW produces results with lower Mean absolute Error and DDTW produces
results with lower logical error. However, their research only used the DTW cost
in the SOM algorithm which treated the time series data as a single data point,
which is not the most descriptive representation of such data. Romano &
Scepi [84] also used DTW and SOM to classify curves. However,their
experiments were on simulated data which do not contain any of the
irregularities of real-world temporal data.
Clachar [87] identified anomalies in flight data using DTW’s warp cost and
the average rate of change to obtain an overall cost for time series subsequences
which were then clustered using Self-Organizing Maps. Further analysis was
then performed to identify the effect of external factors, such as weather, on the
detected outliers. Somervuo & Kohonen [85] used DTW with SOM and Learning
Vector Quantization (LVQ) to analyze sequences of variable lengths and rates.
In their research each SOM’s node is a vector sequence which allows adaptation
during training to allow variable length sequences. They also use the DTW
warping path as a means of averaging the difference in updating the input
pattern with the weights. However, they mentioned that an invalid warping path
can strongly influence the results. The DTW algorithm attempts to find an
optimal warp path between two time series, however it has the potential to
provide unintuitive alignments [86], therefore directly integrating the warp path
into the weight update may provide misleading results during training.
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Although DTW is a good distance measure, its performance is limited to
certain constraints and its results cannot be directly indexed as it does not obey
the triangular inequality [88]. For some time sequences it may produce
unintuitive alignments, by mapping one time series to a subsection of another
time series or it may not find obvious natural alignments between two sequences
because their axes are scaled differently [86].
Other researchers have employed dimensionality reduction techniques, to
obtain a low dimensional representation of the data prior to
clustering/classification.

2 Dimensionality Reduction using Machine Learning & Statistical
Approaches
Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) and Principal Component Analysis (PCA)
where used by [37, 38] to identify atypical flights. These methods are geared
towards expert analysts to provide insight on parameters that contribute to
atypical behavior [38]. Their research indicated that analysis can be performed
in one of two ways:
1. Analyzing routine events: i.e. snapshots of data parameters at critical
phases of flight. This involves calculating an atypicality score using
Mahalanobis [79] distance metric (see section II 4.2). The scores were then
used to detect outliers – i.e. atypical flights.
2. Analyzing time intervals: this step transforms the time series data for a
given phase of flight into a mathematical signature using a quadratic least
squares model. A statistical summary was obtained for the least squares
coefficients and atypicality scores were calculated using Mahalanobis
distance [37, 38].
The above calculations are then useful for cluster analysis; the k-means
algorithm was used by the authors.
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Other approaches used classifiers to identify abnormalities in the descent
phase of commercial jet aircraft [89, 90]. Support Vector Machines and
combination rules, i.e. a statistical summary of the data, were used to rank the
level of abnormality at various heights during the descent. This approach was
performed on real and artificial data. Results indicated that their technique
worked well for the artificial data. However, real world data presented
unfavorable results because it is unlikely to have multiple abnormal descent
patterns at various heights.
The application of cluster analysis on flight data has been explored
by [39, 42, 87, 91]. Their research focuses on density-based, hierarchical clustering
and neural network-based techniques. Li [42] applied PCA on the flight data and
used Density-based spatial clustering of applications with noise (DBSCAN) [1] to
cluster airline flight data from 365 flights. Their results indicated that the choice
for DBSCAN’s hyperparameters strongly affected the number of outliers
detected. Their results also showed that the algorithm was able to identify
clusters in the data and anomalies (which represent abnormal behavior).
However, their research did not mention any performance implications of using
DBSCAN on their dataset. One of the main disadvantages of the DBSCAN
algorithm is its poor convergence time when analyzing large volumes of data.
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CHAPTER IV
THE DATA REPOSITORY
The University of North Dakota’s (UND) fleet of Cessna 172S model aircraft
are equipped with the Garmin G1000 system, which contains many integrated
features. One of which is its airborne flight data recorder (FDR) which has a 1
hertz frequency and records 64 flight and engine parameters from sensors
onboard the aircraft. On average, the duration of a typical flight is 80 minutes.
For the 1 hertz time frequency this produces a 64-dimensional vector size of
4800X64 (i.e. 4800 seconds, 64 flight parameters). Flight data holds key
information on the aircraft’s operation during various phases of flight; and can
be used to identify unsafe practices, violations of standard operating procedures
(SOP) and maintenance issues which are integral aspects of aviation safety
management. Consequently, at the end of each flight, the data is retrieved from
the aircraft and uploaded to a data repository for further analysis. Figure 8
depicts this process.

1 Overview & Architecture
The National General Aviation Flight Information Database (NGAFID) is a
joint university-industry-FAA initiative that is responsible for the curation,
dissemination and analysis of flight data for the General Aviation (GA) sector.
The NGAFID is supported by an Intel x86 − 64 architecture with 12 physical
cores, 12 threads of execution, 284 GB of RAM and 24 CPUs. It uses a LAMP
software bundle with a MySQL relational database. As of December 2016, the
database contains de-identified data from over 370, 000 flights totaling 650, 000
flight hours. This produced over 1.5 billion database rows which accumulates
over 2 terabytes of storage. The University of North Dakota (UND) is the major
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contributor to the NGAFID and their data comprises over 95% of the
aforementioned statistics.

Figure 8: Flight data is recorded using an airborne recording device which
may encrypt the data. At the end of each flight the data is manually
retrieved from the aircraft, decrypted and converted into a CSV format
before it is uploaded to the NGAFID.

UND has routinely contributed to the NGAFID since march 2011 to date.
Even though the NGAFID was designed for the GA sector, which UND flight
operations belong to, the methodology in this research is not confined to GA.
However, this data source is useful in demonstrating the utility of the analytical
techniques for identifying atypical flight patterns which contribute to unstable
approaches. Furthermore, the growing size of the repository presents several big
data challenges requiring scalable solutions. Consequently, any useful
algorithmic design should facilitate distributed analysis in order to provide
results in a feasible about of time to address scalability issues.
The NGAFID is used as the data source for this research and the analytical
process is initiated by extracting samples of the raw data and preprocessing
them prior to cluster analysis.

2 Data Preprocessing & Transformation
The preprocessing and transformation steps encompassed: sanitizing the data,
feature extraction, data transformation and phase of flight identification.
Samples of raw data were first obtained from the NGAFID and sanitized to
remove noise and invalid/incomplete data. After which the features that are
useful for the analysis are selected. There are approximately thirteen parameters
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which contain useful indicators of the aircraft’s approach configuration; they are:
Mean Sea Level Altitude, Radio Altitude, Indicated Airspeed, Vertical Speed,
Course, Heading, Roll, Pitch, Vertical Acceleration, Lateral Acceleration, Engine
RPM, Latitude, and Longitude.
The extracted data undergoes transformation steps, which is an integral
aspect due to the various scales of flight parameters (e.g. knots, degrees, feet,
etc). This ensures that data has the same scale so that features which are orders
of magnitude larger than others do not thwart the analysis. The residuals of the
extracted data were derived, see equation (6), by obtaining estimates of the
population mean X using bootstrap resampling [92]. The residuals were then
divided by the range (equation 7) and rescaled to [0.01, 0.9]. The geographic
coordinates (e.g. latitude and longitude) were normalized in a different manner,
by creating a geometric fence (see figure 9) around the airport and applying
max-min normalization to rescale the coordinates within the specified region.

X0 = X − X

(6)

X0
M AX(X 0 ) − M IN (X 0 )

(7)

Subsequently, the data was preprocessed to extract the approach phase of
flight.

2.1 Phase of Flight Identification and Designation
Amidan & Ferryman [37, 38] did pioneering research with developing
representative mathematical signatures of flight data and concluded that the
analysis requires preprocessing the raw data to extract the various phases of
flight, prior to performing any statistical or machine learning techniques. This
will reduce the dimension and allow fine-grained analysis; because analyzing the
entire duration could obscure anomalies. This research incorporates their
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Figure 9: A geometric fence, indicated
in red, that was created around the
Grand Forks International Airport’s runway 35R.
suggestions on preprocessing flight data to extract the phases of flight and
analyzing each phase independently to exude a higher degree of accuracy.
Aircraft undergoes approximately ten distinct phases of flight, with each
phase having sub-phases [16]. This research focused on abnormal descent
patterns in the final approach phase.
UND’s fleet predominantly operates from the Grand Forks International
Airport (GFK). The flight data was preprocessed to identify the final approach
phase for GFK’s runway 35R as follows:
1. Obtain the geographic coordinates for the runway under analysis.
2. Create a search space of approximately 200 feet around the anticipated
descent point; the location of the Visual Approach Slope Indicator (VASI)
or Precision Approach Path Indicator (PAPI) can be used.
3. Identify when the aircraft has entered the airfield’s traffic pattern. This
occurs around 800 feet above ground level (AGL) and when the aircraft is
within a 5 mile radius from the centroid of the airport.
4. Verify if the aircraft is descending and its power is decreasing (i.e. the
vertical speed is less than zero and the engine’s power has reduced below
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2000 revolutions per minute).
5. Calculate the course differential; this is the difference between the aircraft’s
course and the runway’s course. If the difference is ±15 degrees, the
aircraft has completed its turn and is in alignment with the runway; this is
indicative of an approach. At this point the altitude should be below 500
feet AGL.
6. Obtain the flight data starting from (5), until the aircraft has surpassed
the anticipated descent point, and/or the airspeed has decreased below 30
knots.

Figure 10: A sample of flight trajectories, i.e. the approach configuration,
which made their final approach on runway 35R.
The aforementioned steps reduced the vector space, extracting only the
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approach from each flight and the average duration is 40 seconds. However, only
the first thirty seconds is needed, to prevent obtaining the landing/taxiing data.
From here on, this extracted data is referred to as the snapshot of the aircraft’s
approach configuration. Each snapshot will be analyzed to identify anomalous
descent patterns using machine learning techniques. Figure 10 shows an aerial
view of the extracted trajectories for each aircraft’s approach configuration.
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CHAPTER V
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
Flight data was obtained from the NGAFID and underwent several
preprocessing and transformation steps to identify and extract the approach
configurations from the data. The results were then normalized and saved to a
text file which was subsequently transferred to UND’s High Performance
Computing (HPC) center where the analysis was performed. Figure 11
illustrates the process flow.

Figure 11: The temporal flight data was obtained from the
NGAFID and underwent preprocessing and transformation steps.
The data was saved into a text file which was transferred to the
high performance computing (HPC) center, where the various
clustering algorithms were performed; after which their respective results were gathered.
The algorithm’s results were gathered using a Beowulf HPC cluster with 32
dual quad-core compute nodes (for a total of 256 processing cores). Each
compute node has 64GBs of 1600MHz RAM, two mirrored RAID 146GB 15K
RPM SAS drives, two quad-core E5-2643 Intel processors which operate at
3.3Ghz, and run the Red Hat Enterprise Linux (RHEL) 6.2 operating system.
All 32 nodes within the cluster are linked by a private 56 gigabit (Gb)
InfiniBand (IB) FDR 1-to-1 network. The code was compiled and run using
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Python, Open MPI [93] and MPI4Py (MPI for Python) [94, 95, 96], to allow
highly optimized use of this network infrastructure.
The analysis was performed in two phases: 1) the preliminary data
exploration efforts and 2) the detailed analysis which includes the scalability
assessment. All flights were obtained from UND’s Cessna 172S model aircraft
which made their decent at the Grand Forks International Airport’s runway 35R.
In the preliminary analysis, a random sample of 1500 flights were selected and
their respective approach configurations were sought. Subsequently, the average
values for each parameter in the approach configurations were obtained, as the
preliminary efforts sought to analyze the efficacy of select algorithms and
distance functions for analyzing flight data. Consequently this is a form of
average case analysis which proved useful for visualizing clusters in the data in
lower dimensions. Three parameters were used: Mean Sea Level Altitude (MSL),
Vertical Speed (VSI) and Indicated Airspeed (IAS). The algorithms that were
useful for identifying clusters and outliers in the three dimensional data, were
then optimized for the detailed analysis in high dimensional feature space.
The detailed analysis sought to identify clusters and outliers in the time series
data (i.e. the entire approach configurations). A new sample of 2582 flights that
occurred in June 2015 was obtained from the NGAFID and the following 9 flight
parameters were used: radio altitude, indicated airspeed, vertical speed, pitch,
roll, engine RPM, vertical acceleration, latitude and longitude. A comparative
analysis was performed of the serial and asynchronous implementations of the
algorithms and their respective distance functions. However, unlike the
preliminary analysis, the Mahalanobis distance metric was not used because it is
very time-consuming; comparable results can be obtained by calculating a
z-score which standardizes the data. Dynamic Time Warping was integrated as
an alternative similarity measure and its results were compared with Euclidean
distance metric. Table 1 summarizes the various algorithms, their respective
distance functions and processing strategy.
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Table 1: An overview of the selected algorithms, their respective distance functions
and processing strategy.
Distance
Algorithm
Function
K-Means

DBSCAN

Euclidean

Serial
/
Summary
Parallel
Processing
Serial

A random sample of 1500 flights
were selected. The average values of each parameter in the approach configurations were calculated. The average case analysis was only performed in the initial data exploration attempts to
gain insight into the data. The
selected parameters were: Mean
Sea Level Altitude (MSL), Vertical Speed (VSI) and Indicated
Airspeed (IAS).

Serial

A sample of 2582 flights, which
occurred in June 2015 was obtained.
The detailed analysis
used 9 flight parameters: radio
altitude, indicated airspeed, vertical speed, pitch, roll, engine
RPM, vertical acceleration, latitude and longitude. The entire
sequence of time series data was
analyzed (not their averages).

Mahalanobis
Euclidean
Mahalanobis
Euclidean

DBSCAN

DTW
Euclidean
DTW & Avg.
Rate of Change

SOM

DTW
VAEFM

a

a

Reconstructionbased

Parallel
Serial
Parallel
Serial

Parallel
Parallel

Variational Autoencoder Feature Map
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CHAPTER VI
RESULTS & EVALUATION
This section contains the results for the serial and distributed clustering
algorithms. The intent was to analyze their performance when the dimensions
increase and assess the scalability of their distributed implementations.

1 Serial Clustering Results
A random sample of 1500 flights was obtained from the NGAFID, for all
approaches that made their descent on runway 35R at the Grand Forks
International Airport (GFK). The preliminary analysis sought to compare the
efficacy of each algorithm and was performed in three dimensional feature space
(each dimension corresponds to a flight parameter). The selected parameters
were: Mean Sea Level Altitude (MSL), Vertical Speed (VSI) and Indicated
Airspeed (IAS); and the average values of each parameter in the approach
snapshots were calculated. Performing the analysis with the averages was only
done in the initial data exploration attempts to gain insight into the data and to
visualize the quality of the cluster formations.

1.1 K-Means
The k-means algorithm was used as one of the first data exploration efforts in
this research. Figure 12 shows the results from using this algorithm to identify
three clusters in the sample data. The analysis was performed using two distance
metrics: Euclidean distance [78] (equation 4), as recommended by the original
k-means algorithm, and Mahalanobis [79] distance metric (equation 5) to
determine which metric accurately represents distance in three dimensional data.
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(a) Three clusters that were found using
the Euclidean distance metric.

(b) Three clusters that were found using
the Mahalanobis distance metric.

Figure 12: Graphical illustration of three clusters identified in 1500 flights when
using the k-means algorithm. The choice of distance metric or scale of the data
did not influence the selection of intuitive clusters; however it determined how the
dataset was partitioned.
The graphical illustrations in figure 12 reveals that k-means identified
k-clusters, even if the selected value for k was not optimal. The success or failure
of k-means relies strongly on choosing appropriate values for k, which is very
challenging in high dimensional data, unless one has the ability to visualize it.
Further, the distance metric and scale of the data can strongly influence the
outcome the data partitions. Due to this algorithm’s difficulty in detecting
meaningful clusters (without additional heuristics); and its inability to identify
outliers, which may be indicative of abnormal flights, the algorithm was not used
further nor was it optimized. The initial data exploration indicates that k-means
may perform poorly in high dimensional feature space (i.e. beyond the 3
dimensional case as depicted in this example).

1.2 DBSCAN
DBSCAN was subsequently used on the aforementioned sample of 1500 flights
and its results was compared to its centroid-based counterpart, k-means. Figure
13 shows the results of applying DBSCAN, and as with k-means, the
Mahalanobis and Euclidean distance metrics were used. The results illustrate
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(a) The results from DBSCAN using
the Euclidean distance metric; one cluster was identified and 355 outliers.

(b) The results from DBSCAN using
the Mahalanobis distance metric; one
cluster was identified and 84 outliers.

Figure 13: Graphical illustration of the one cluster and various outliers found
using DBSCAN. The choice of distance metric influenced the cluster formations
and the number of outliers that were detected.
that DBSCAN was able to identify one cluster of high density within the dataset
and several outliers. The total number of elements in the cluster and the number
of outliers was influenced by the scale of the data and the distance metric.
However, there was a consistent identification of one cluster irrespective of the
distance metric that was used.
From the initial analysis, the DBSCAN algorithm demonstrated improved
results over k-means. However, the algorithm’s computational time is very
demanding. Further use will require parallel analysis to produce results in a
feasible amount of time.

1.3 SOM
The self organizing map required two types of data: 1) a training set and 2) a
test set. The first is used to train the network so that it is able to generalize
about data that it was not trained with; and the latter is used to demonstrate
the predictive capability of the trained network. However, due to the limited
availability of labeled data, the training set was obtained by using bootstrap
sampling on the test set (i.e. the 1500 flights). Subsequently, the vectors of
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Table 2: The sample data contained
approximately 38% of stabilized approaches, the remaining flights had
contributory factors for unstabilized
approaches.
Cluster

% Occurrence

High
Long
Short
Steep
Fast
Stable/Normal

14.8
8.5
17.02
8.5
12.7
38.5

training data was fed into the network based on the steps outlined in algorithm
3. The network was trained until the average training error was less than 10−7 .
After which, the test set was projected unto the network.
The preliminary results were manually validated by safety experts at UND
because, unlike DBSCAN and k-means, SOM produced mappings of flight data
that were highly correlated; therefore, it would be difficult to determine the
utility of the results or optimize the neural network without assistance from
experts. The initial validation detected flights with 10-15 degree changes in roll
just above touchdown, unsafe low-level maneuvers and exceptionally fast
approaches with rapid deceleration by touchdown.
However, the rate of false-positive flights were very high; false-positives are
flights that were considered normal and were mapped to neurons with anomalous
flights. The high rate of false positives could be as a result of obtaining a poor
selection of flights for the training set. Consequently, the neural network was
retrained and the validated flights were used to augment the new training set
and was used to fine-tune the network during the latter stages of training. The
results underwent a second round of human validation to identify improvements
in the SOM’s mappings. The results indicated that SOM’s rate of false positives
decreased to less than 5% of the dataset; which is a significant improvement from
the initial validation efforts.
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Table 2 shows each anomaly with their respective occurrence; and the results
indicate that there were approximately 38.5% of stabilized approaches.
Figure 14 shows the Unified Distance Matrix (U-Matrix) of a trained SOM.
The U-Matrix is a visualization method that was suggested by Ultsch [63] as an
alternative method of identifying clusters of neurons based on their relative
distance to each other. The U-Matrix is a hexagonal lattice that displays high
dimensional data into a 2-dimensional manner that can be easily understood by
humans. It is color coded on a red-green scale, where red depicts a large distance
(high dissimilarity) and green is indicative of small distances.

Figure 14: The U-Matrix of a trained SOM, which is color coded;
red indicates regions of large dissimilarity and green shows cohesion between neurons.
Training the Self-Organizing Map is a time consuming process, due to the
frequency that the training data is presented to the network. Also, the size of
the network adds to the computation time, as the data is presented to each
neuron for comparison. Consequently, SOMs computation time is a function of
the number of epochs, the size of the training set and the network size (each of
which varies based on the problem). Therefore, there is a need for parallel
analysis to train the neural network to facilitate the required scalability.
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2 Distributed Clustering Results
The k-means algorithm did not produce effective quality clusters in lower
dimensions as it is very difficult to identify appropriate values for k. It was also
unable to identify outliers therefore it was not parallelized.
A new sample of 2582 flights, which occurred in June 2015, was selected and
preprocessed to obtain their respective approach configurations. The following
flight parameters were used in the analysis: radio altitude, indicated airspeed,
vertical speed, pitch, roll, engine RPM, vertical acceleration, latitude and
longitude. The previously used average case analysis was solely to demonstrate
preliminary research efforts in identifying clusters and visualizing the results.
However, from here on, the entire sequence of temporal data will be analyzed.
The Dynamic Time Warping, which is advantageous in comparing the alignment
of time series data, was used as an alternative to Euclidean or Mahalanobis
distance metrics.
This section evaluates the scalability of the asynchronous algorithms on the
actual approach configuration (not the averages).
2.1 DBSCAN
The parallel DBSCAN algorithm, as described in [46], was implemented and its
computation time was compared to the serial algorithm.
The serial DBSCAN algorithm had an average runtime of 2013 minutes (33
hours), whereas its asynchronous equivalent, i.e. the master worker model with
two processors, had an average runtime of 2060 minutes (34 hours). Therefore,
the serial algorithm is 3% faster than its asynchronous counterpart on a single
processors. However this time difference is expected due to additional overhead
for the MPI communication calls and the master process synchronizing the
results.
As the number of processors increased, to 4 processors, the asynchronous
DBSCAN algorithm demonstrated a 23% improvement in computation time over
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Figure 15: The computation time of the DBSCAN algorithm, as the number of processors increased, and its serial counterpart. The performance
was assessed by executing the algorithm multiple times. The average runtime, i.e. the solid line, was calculated and the shaded regions depicts
variations in the computation time, which occurs due to bottlenecks at
the master processor. On average, the slowest computation time was 2060
minutes when using 2 processors and the fastest was 1507 using 16 processors.
its two process counterpart and it gained a 21% improvement over the serial
algorithm. When using 8 and 16 processors, there was a 23% and 25% respective
improvement over the serial algorithm. Figure 15 shows there is a decrease in
processing time as the number of processors increased. However, on average, the
speedup is sluggish as it is very difficult to perform DBSCAN in parallel because
the workload became imbalanced when the master synchronizes the data.
Consequently, it is very challenging to adjust the parallel granularity to achieve
paramount speedup with this technique. The slowest computation time achieved
was 2060 minutes, when using 2 processors (i.e. one master and one worker) and
the fastest was 1507, using 16 processors. The mean and standard deviation of
the computation time across all processors was 1625 ad 215 minutes respectively.
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Table 3: The silhouette coefficient of DBSCAN’s six clusters which revealed overlapping cluster memberships.
Cluster Average Cohesion Average Separation
1
2
3
4
5
6

0.009
-0.054
0.248
0.206
0.587
0.126

0.008
-0.001
0.001
0.001
0.003
0.0006

Figure 15 shows that the best computation time occurs around 14 and 18
processors; beyond that, there would not be a significant improvement in
computation time based on the resource utilization/overhead. For example, 64
processors took an average of 1514 minutes which is not a significant
improvement when compared to 16 processors as it is using 4 times the number
of processors.
However, both the serial and asynchronous algorithms consistently identified
six clusters and 1669 outliers. Due to the high dimensions of the data,
visualizing the clusters was very challenging. They were instead validated by
using an internal cluster validation metric called the silhouette coefficient [97]
(see equation 8). The silhouette values range between -1 and 1; values that
approach 1 are indicative of good inter-cluster membership or intra-cluster
separation. Table 3 shows that the average cohesion and separation are centered
around 0 which indicate overlapping cluster memberships. Cluster 5, contained
the best inter-cluster results.

s(i) =

b(i) − a(i)
max(a(i), b(i))

(8)

As the number of dimensions increased, it was very challenging to find
appropriate values for DBSCAN’s hyperparameters. Consequently, the clusters
that were identified were not fully separable.
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2.2 SOM
The data partition based SOM algorithm was used and it can be found in
appendix 4. The objective function, which was previously based on the
Euclidean distance metric, was replaced with Dynamic Time Warping due to its
innate ability to identify similarity in temporal data.
Figure 16 shows the performance of the algorithm’s scalability as the number
of processors increased. The asynchronous algorithm running on two processors
took approximately 27 hours, as opposed to its serial counterpart which took
approximately 39 hours. Using twice the number of processors resulted in an
average computation time of 10 hours, which is a 75% speedup over the serial
algorithm; and 62% improvement over the asynchronous 2 processor version.
Further increasing the number of processors to 8 and 16 reduced the average
computation time by 55%. However, when the number of processors surpassed
16, the computation time increased due to the bottleneck at the master. On
average, the fastest computation time was 239 minutes when using 16 processors
and the slowest was 1627 minutes using 2 processors. The mean and standard
deviation across all processors were 572 and 530 respectively. The standard
deviation is fairly high, due to huge variations in the computation time across
processors.
The async SOM algorithm demonstrated the fastest computation time when
compared with async DBSCAN (see figure 17), and its performance is over 6
times faster. The evaluated results indicated that SOM identified strong
correlations in the data. However, one of its disadvantages lie in the possibility
of overfitting and overtraining the data which may occur when the neighborhood
radius decreases [98, 99]; and adjusting the size of the network does not alleviate
this issue.
Consequently, additional heuristics are needed to reduce the bottleneck at the
master processor and prevent overfitting the training set. A new algorithm was
developed which is based on Self Organizing Maps and Stacked Variational
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Figure 16: The computation time of the asynchronous SOM algorithm,
as the number of processors increased, and its serial counterpart. Multiple runs were also performed for the asynchronous algorithm, however
variations in the computation time was miniscule.
Autoencoders; together they learn the data manifold to prevent overfitting.
They also facilitate improved scalability by merging the benefits of both data
partition and network partition to train the neural network.

2.3 Variational Autoencoder Feature Map (VAEFM)
The new Variational Autoencoder Feature Map algorithm, is the combination of
two neural networks: 1) the variational autoencoder, and 2) the self-organizing
map. This methodology seeks to leverage the weights of trained variational
autoencoders to pre-train a self-organizing map. MPI was used to facilitate the
development of an asynchronous implementation and the computation time was
compared with that of SOM to identify any improvements in scalability, because
the parallel SOM algorithm was not scalable beyond 16 processors. The steps of
the algorithm are outlined below and the pseudocode can be found in Appendix
5.
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Figure 17: The computation time of the serial and asynchronous SOM
algorithm compared with DBSCAN’s serial and asynchronous algorithms.
The serial SOM performed slower than both serial and async DBSCAN
because the algorithm endures more computation, when the data is compared to each node in the neural network. However, the async SOM algorithm outperformed its serial counterpart, as well as both the serial and
async DBSCAN algorithms; its fastest computation time was 239 minutes
when using 16 processors, as opposed to DBSCAN’s 1507 minutes.
1. Initialize the architecture of a SOM network; excluding the weight vectors.
2. Obtain samples of approach configurations which have been preprocessed
and normalized.
3. Derive a training set from the above data by using random sampling
techniques. Previously validated/labeled flights can also be used. This
research used the previously validated SOM results.
4. Generate stacked variational autoencoder networks to model each flight in
the training set; each layer in the stack is indicative of one time step in the
flight’s approach configuration. Therefore, if an approach spans 30 seconds,
there will be 30 autoencoders which are stacked sequentially to model each
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second in the approach (see figure 18). Furthermore if the training set is
comprised of 100 flights/approaches, there will be 100 autoencoder
networks; each of which is a stacked VAE to model each respective
approach.
5. Train each stacked autoencoder network in a layer-wise manner using
gradient descent, with momentum, to minimize the reconstruction error.
6. After training is completed, and the error is minimized, extract the weight
vectors from each layer in the stacked VAE. These weights will be used to
pre-train the SOM.
7. Assign the aforementioned weight vector to one neuron in the uninitialized
network (in step 1 above). Apply the neighborhood function of the SOM
algorithm to ensure that neighboring neurons update their weights based
on their proximity to the selected neuron.
8. Perform steps 5 - 7 for all flights in the training set.
9. A test set is fed into the trained SOM network and the data traverses all
neurons to identify which has the smallest prediction error (i.e. the BMU).
Each flight in the test set is mapped to their respective BMUs.
The steps outlined above was applied to each approach configuration in the
training set. This new algorithm allows for improved scalability as each stacked
autoencoder network can be trained independently which allows the algorithm to
scale the number of processors to the size of the training set. After which the
weight vectors are obtained from each autoencoder and undergoes an adaptation
step to integrate their weights into the uninitialized self organizing map.
When adaptation is completed, copies of the trained VAEFM is shared with
all processors and the test set is distributed evenly among them. Each process
works independently to identify the BMU for each approach in the test set.
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Figure 18: Graphical illustration of the VAE (a) which accepts 9 flight parameters,
and (b) depicts the block diagram of (a) which is stacked sequentially to model
each second in the temporal data.
After which, the results are sent to the master process which merges them and
creates visualizations of the data manifold.
The above steps are major enhancements over the original SOM algorithm
which only maps inputs to outputs. Also, the new architecture is representative
of a deep network, and the depth is based on the duration of the approach
configurations.

2.3.1

Performance Evaluation

The purpose of VAEFM was twofold: 1) improve the scalability of async SOM
beyond 16 processors and 2) enhance the training algorithm to minimize
overfitting. Figure 19 shows the computation time of the VAEFM algorithm as
the number of processors increased to 256. The computation times of serial and
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async SOM were superimposed to demonstrate the point at which VAEFM
outperformed the algorithms. Initially VAEFM performs slower than async SOM
because its algorithm contains longer analytical steps. Consequently, when using
8 and 16 processors, the respective computation time was approximately 85%
and 58% slower than async SOM. However, VAEFM demonstrates improved
computation time as the number of processors increased (even though it has not
surpassed SOM at this point).
VAEFM outperformed SOM when using 32 processors and had an average
computation time of 214 minutes as opposed to async SOM’s 278 minutes; this is
a 23% improvement. Furthermore, as the number of processors increased to 64,
128, 256, VAEFM demonstrated an average speedup of 70%.

Figure 19: The computation time of the VAEFM, Serial SOM, Async
SOM, Serial DBSCAN and Async DBSCAN algorithms as the number
of processors increased. VAEFM demonstrated an average speedup of
70%, and it scalability was demonstrated up to 256 processors – where it
analyzed over 2500 flights in under 5 minutes.
VAEFM’s maximum computation time was 2106 minutes and its fastest was 5
minutes when using 8 and 256 processors respectively. There were major
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improvements in performance, as the number of processors increased, when
compared with the computation time of SOM and DBSCAN. This algorithm has
demonstrated improved computation time, beyond 16 processors. The results will
be validated in the subsequent section to verify its utility for novelty detection.

2.3.2

Evaluation of the Data Manifold

Figure 20 shows the data manifold of the approach configurations that was
produced by VAEFM, and figure 21 shows the color scheme for each neuron and
the number of approaches that were mapped to each1 . The graphical illustration
of the manifold shows that there are clusters present in the data; some of which
were densely populated.

Figure 20: The manifold of the approach configurations which are color
coded based on their neuron mappings.

Figure 21: The color map for the
neurons which shows the number of
flights that were mapped to each.

Further evaluations revealed that, flights that are mapped to adjacent
neurons had similar approach configurations and their levels of dissimilarity
increased based on their distance in the grid. Consequently, factors that
distinguish one cluster of flights from another is often a very subtle change in a
few flight parameters, unless they were mapped further away from each other.
Each neuron will be analyzed independently in the subsequent sections and the
results will be displayed graphically with accompanying tabular information on
1

The color scheme for the neuron mapping is not related to the color-coding for the validation
criteria
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Table 4: The inter-cluster validation criteria for detecting unsafe practices.
Legend
Red

Name

Definition

Rapid
VSI

Vertical acceleration (VSI), ≤ −1000 ≤ −900
greater than 1000 feet per
minute (fpm).

High/Low Airspeed greater than 61
IAS
knots (or less than 55 knots
for low airspeed).
High/Low Derived
radio
altitude
Altitude above 200 feet AGL (or
less than 120 feet for low
altitudes).

Yellow

Green
> −900

> 75
or
< 50

> 65
or
< 55

∼ 61 ± 5

≥ 230
or
≤ 120

> 200
or
≤ 140

≤ 200
&
> 140

Excessive
Roll

10+ degree change in roll
attitude while on final.

≥ 10◦

n/a

< 10◦

Excessive
Pitch

10+ degree change in pitch
while on final.

≥ 10◦

n/a

< 10◦

the range of parameter values.

2.3.3

Cluster Evaluation

This section automates the manual validation efforts by using UND’s SOP
criteria to identify the frequency of violations that occur in each cluster. This
seeks to demonstrate the forensic capability of the VAEFM algorithm for
identifying correlated flight parameters that contribute to atypical descent
patterns. Table 4 shows the criteria, which are not exclusive means of validation.
However, they serve as guidelines for comparing the results in each cluster, and
will be used to color code line graphs to show excessively high/low values in the
approach configuration.
Weather conditions, such as precipitation and wind velocity, are contributory
factors for unstabilized approaches. Therefore, weather data will be obtained to
identify the presence of strong tailwinds and/or crosswinds.
The National Climatic Data Center (NCDC) provides information on weather
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conditions across the USA by obtaining data from Automated Surface Observing
Systems (ASOS) [100]. The system provides weather data from the automated
sensors, at participating airports, and publishes them in 1-minute, 5-minute, and
hourly observations. The dataset contains reporting on wind speed and
direction, visibility, runway visual range, obstructions and various weather
phenomena. It also includes sky conditions and cloud coverage, temperature, due
point, and the altimeter setting (i.e. pressure) [100, 101].
Weather data is reported using the METAR format, which collectively
describes the above conditions for a given airport. This research obtained the
1-minute ASOS data and calculated the wind components (see equation 9), for
GFK 35R to identify correlations in tailwinds or crosswinds for the selected
approaches.

Angle = winddirection − runwaydirection · π/180
Left/Right Crosswind = sin(Angle) · windspeed

(9)

Tailwind/Headwind = cos(Angle) · windspeed
Cluster One
Cluster one comprised of 70 approaches which were excessively high and fast.
There were approximately 36% with airspeeds exceeding 65 knots; the maximum
detected was 95 knots. 33 % of the approaches were high (i.e. above 200 feet
AGL); and 17% had rapid decelerations of 1000 fpm or more. Approximately
10% of these flights aborted their approach, possibly due to conditions that
would result in it being unstabilized. These high, fast and rapid decelerations
comprised over 87% of this cluster. Further analysis of the wind velocity shows
15% of these approaches had left or right crosswinds greater than 5 knots, which
were contributory factors in the variation in roll during the descent.
Figure 22 shows an aerial view of the aircraft trajectories and figure 23 shows
changes in flight parameters during their respective descent.
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Figure 22: Cluster 1 - Aerial view of the trajectories for the excessively
high and fast approaches; 10% of these were aborted.
The clustered results were further analyzed using the inter-cluster validation
criteria, and figure 24 shows the pie chart of the percentage of occurrences; table
5 contains summary statistics for this cluster.
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Figure 23: Cluster 1 - Line graph showing the changes in altitude, indicated airspeed, vertical speed, position (left/right of centerline), roll and
pitch. This cluster contained flights with excessively high altitudes, airspeeds and vertical speeds while on final approach. Approximately 10%
of these flights performed a go-around maneuver.
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Figure 24: Cluster 1 - Pie Chart showing the validation metrics and their
respective percentages of occurrence. All 70 flights had unsafe events
which are contributory factors for unstabilized approaches.

Table 5: Cluster 1 - Summary statistics for each flight parameter. The highest
altitude, airspeed and vertical speed during the descent was 401 ft, 95 kts and
-2035 fpm respectively.
Parameter
Altitude
Airspeed
Vertical Speed
Pitch
Roll
Eng RPM
Vertical Acceleration
Position

Max

Min

Mean

401.0
1.0
136.02
95.40
30.99
69.95
1446.84 -2035.17 -591.27
15.96
-15.84
-2.15
26.03
-14.77
0.42
2561.60
0.00
1284.47
0.59
-0.65
0.009
222.26
0.31
21.07
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Standard Deviation
96.86
9.78
409.77
4.31
4.58
457.70
0.096
27.25

Cluster Two
Cluster two contained 60 flights, 69% of which had high airspeed with the
highest being 75 knots, which was triggered by one flight (depicted in red in
figure 26). The remaining IAS were on average 7 knots faster than UND’s
standard operating procedures (SOPs) for IAS on final approach. However, the
approaches in this cluster were considered stable as there were no unusual
changes in each aircraft’s descent profile.

Figure 25: Cluster 2 - Aerial view of approaches that were on average 7
knots faster than UND’s SOP; however they were stabilized.
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Figure 26: Cluster 2 - Line graph showing the changes in altitude, airspeed, vertical speed, position (left/right of centerline), pitch and roll for
the stabilized approaches.
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Figure 27: Cluster 2 - Pie chart showing the evaluated approach configurations using the inter-cluster validation criteria. There were 69% of
flights with airspeeds greater than 65 knots (the maximum airspeed was
75 knots); 27% did not trigger any events and the remaining 3% were
slightly high/wide approaches.

Table 6: Cluster 2 - Summary statistics showing the respective range of parameter
values. This cluster did not contain excessively high values or unusual changes in
the descent profile.
Parameter

Max

Min

Mean

Altitude
206.0
1.0
77.83
Airspeed
75.38
22.10
59.00
Vertical Speed
154.12 -918.47 -279.78
Pitch
10.34
-5.16
0.92
Roll
17.64
-14.62
0.07
Eng RPM
2348.10 668.50 1561.36
0.49
-0.40
0.0008
Vertical Acceleration
154.92
0.31
12.96
Position
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Standard Deviation
43.13
7.20
151.81
2.25
2.68
278.10
0.082
12.55

Cluster Three
Cluster three comprised of 90 flights, 55% of which had slightly fast airspeeds.
As with cluster 2, they were on average 7 knots faster than UND’s SOP. The
descent rate, roll and pitch did not indicate any unexpected changes in the
approach configuration (see figure 29).
Both clusters 2 and 3 did not contain major deviations in their flight
trajectories (see figure 25 and 28); The most distinguishing factors between them
are very subtle (see tables 6 and 7). All approaches in cluster 3 were initiated
below 200 feet, their respective sink rates did not surpass 750 feet per minute,
and there was less variability in roll and pitch during these descent. However,
both clusters 2 and 3 are considered stabilized approaches, with cluster 2 being
slightly faster, but not excessive.

Figure 28: Cluster 3 - Aerial view of the flight trajectories.
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Figure 29: Cluster 3 - Line graph showing the altitude, airspeed, vertical
speed, position, roll and pitch while on final. These approaches were
approximately 7 knots faster than UND’s SOP, however there were no
unusual deviations in the flight trajectories during their respective descent.
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Figure 30: Cluster 3 - Pie chart showing 55% of flights with high airspeeds
(which did not surpass 75 knots) and 1% of flights which initiated their
approach slightly wide.

Table 7: Cluster 3 - Summary statistics for the stable approaches, although slightly
fast, did not contain unusual deviations in their descent profiles.
Parameter

Max

Min

Mean

Altitude
192.0
1.0
81.21
Airspeed
72.63
31.41
60.19
Vertical Speed
156.78 -745.51 -276.60
Pitch
9.93
-5.43
0.49
Roll
10.70
-7.93
-0.038
2291.30 654.40 1611.65
Eng RPM
Vertical Acceleration
0.32
-0.38 0.00072
Position
219.13
0.31
9.50
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Standard Deviation
42.64
5.33
107.24
1.78
1.89
234.90
0.064
10.56

Cluster Four
Cluster Four comprised of 60 flights, 47% were fast, 36% high and 10 % had
rapid descent rates. This cluster also included flights that were not fully aligned
with the runway when they initiated their descent, consequently they were
identified as wide.
2% of these flights had right crosswinds greater than 10 knots. However, there
was no relationship between crosswinds and wide approaches in this cluster.

Figure 31: Cluster 4 - Aerial view of the flight tracks showing 60 approaches, some of which were not fully aligned with the runway when
they initiated their descent.
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Figure 32: Cluster 4 - Line graph showing changes in altitude, airspeed,
vertical speed, position, pitch and roll.
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Figure 33: Cluster 4 - Pie chart showing the frequency of occurrence for
each validation criteria.

Table 8: Cluster 4 - Summary statistics showing variations in flight parameters
while on final
Parameter
Altitude
Airspeed
Vertical Speed
Pitch
Roll
Eng RPM
Vertical Acceleration
Position

Max

Min

Mean

347.0
1.0
93.31
81.41
32.25
61.92
1005.21 -1738.48 -454.04
11.89
-13.38
-0.59
19.69
-16.57
0.37
2449.20 683.50 1322.51
0.86
-0.47
0.010
211.66
0.31
17.44
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Standard Deviation
67.36
7.69
278.02
3.49
3.53
327.58
0.087
25.95

Cluster Five
Cluster five contained 12 flights and figure 34 shows that each aircraft’s line of
descent had oscillations; this is a cluster of unstabilized approaches. All
approaches were excessively high (i.e. between 300 and 450 feet AGL). They
were all fast, with the exception of one flight. Their descent rates were rapid,
possibly due to their high altitude. The remaining 15% of these approaches were
misaligned or still attempting to position the aircraft, just 30 seconds before
touchdown (see figure 35).

Figure 34: Cluster 5 - Aerial view of the flight trajectories.
The wind component analysis indicated that there was no tailwind greater
than 5 knots, however 8% of flights had right crosswinds greater than 10 knots.
Further analysis revealed that the crosswind effect was not a strong indicator for
the unstable approaches.
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Figure 35: Cluster 5 - High altitude and airspeed, excessive vertical speed and
bank angle as contributing factors for these unstable approaches.
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Figure 36: Cluster 5 - Pie chart showing the percentage of events that
were detected by the validation criteria.

Table 9: Cluster 5 - Summary statistics for the unstable approaches showing
excessive Altitude, VSI, IAS and Roll as contributory factors.
Parameter
Altitude
Airspeed
Vertical Speed
Pitch
Roll
Eng RPM
Vertical Acceleration
Position

Max

Min

Mean

434.0
1.0
144.33
81.65
40.52
64.46
111.56 -1892.77 -761.38
10.12
-11.54
-3.25
29.16
-17.75
0.91
2384.40 763.40 1009.74
0.30
-0.30
0.0075
192.95
0.31
21.29
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Standard Deviation
118.57
7.15
351.77
4.55
6.88
145.62
0.089
31.12

Cluster Six
Cluster Six comprised of 91 flights, which were also high and fast. However,
this cluster also contained a higher frequency of flights with unsafe low-level
turning maneuvers and wide approaches.

Figure 37: Cluster 6 - Aerial view of the flight trajectories
Further analysis revealed that 5% of these approaches had a tailwind greater
than 5 knots, and 7% with left or right crosswinds that were greater than 10
knots. The wind component analysis was performed again only using the flights
with unsafe low-level turns and the results indicated that wind was a direct
factor for approximately 20% of the excessive roll events.
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Figure 38: Cluster 6 - Changes in altitude, airspeed, vertical speed, position, pitch and roll while on final. These flights were not only high and
fast but also had huge changes in roll during their descent.
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Figure 39: Cluster 6 - Pie chart showing a higher occurrence of excessive
roll events in approaches that were predominantly fast.

Table 10: Cluster 6 - Summary statistics showing high and fast approaches some
of which had a maximum roll exceeding 30 degrees during the descent.
Parameter
Altitude
Airspeed
Vertical Speed
Pitch
Roll
Eng RPM
Vertical Acceleration
Position

Max

Min

Mean

353.0
1.0
110.75
88.68
27.09
65.41
836.07 -1457.49 -477.23
11.46
-11.09
-1.39
30.51
-17.36
1.28
2486.30 668.20 1363.65
0.72
-0.33
0.017
340.70
0.31
25.13
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Standard Deviation
75.98
7.53
260.85
3.50
6.57
306.72
0.086
35.38

Cluster Seven
Cluster seven contained 183 approaches which were shorter than previous
clusters; they were either very high and fast, or very low and fast. This cluster
had a higher frequency of aborted approaches which indicates that pilots may
have performed a go around due to conditions that would result in unstabilized
approaches or other unsafe events.

Figure 40: Cluster 7 - Aerial view of the approach trajectories which
contains a higher frequency of aborted approaches.
Approximately 4% of the approaches had tailwinds greater than 5 knots and
12% had crosswinds greater than 10 knots. There was a direct correlation
between wide approaches and strong crosswinds; some of which exceeded 20
knots.
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Figure 41: Cluster 7 - Line graph showing changes in altitude, airspeed,
vertical speed, position, pitch and roll. This cluster had multiple aborted
approaches, possibly due to awareness of factors that would result in an
unstabilized approach.
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Figure 42: Cluster 7 - Pie chart showing over 99 % of flights in this cluster
triggered multiple unsafe events from the validation criteria.

Table 11: Cluster 7 - Summary statistics showing the range of flight parameters.
This cluster had the fastest VSI at -2060.03 feet per minute.
Parameter
Altitude
Airspeed
Vertical Speed
Pitch
Roll
Eng RPM
Vertical Acceleration
Position

Max

Min

Mean

326.0
1.0
74.27
94.32
22.51
60.28
1256.24 -2060.03 -502.98
15.51
-13.33
0.40
28.42
-16.69
1.10
2530.50 655.70 1016.02
0.96
-0.38
0.018
250.92
0.31
17.86
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Standard Deviation
69.81
9.87
387.02
4.497
4.32
332.08
0.096
28.52

Cluster Eight
Cluster eight comprised of 722 approaches, 70% of which had predominantly
high airspeeds, 7% high altitudes and 20% did not trigger any unsafe events from
the validation metrics. There were 2% and 3% of approaches with left and right
crosswind exceeding 10 knots, and 1% with tailwinds greater than 5 knots.
Consequently, the wind velocity had a minuscule effect in this cluster of fast
approaches.

Figure 43: Cluster 8 - Aerial view of the flight trajectories.
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Figure 44: Cluster 8 - Line graph showing changes in the altitude, airspeed, vertical speed, position, pitch and roll for each approach configuration.
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Figure 45: Cluster 8 - Pie chart showing airspeeds as high as 90 knots as
unsafe events in this cluster.

Table 12: Cluster 8 - Summary statistics for the approach configurations; which
shows a wider range of values for gravitational forces on the aircraft, i.e. vertical
acceleration, than other clusters.
Parameter
Altitude
Airspeed
Vertical Speed
Pitch
Roll
Eng RPM
Vertical Acceleration
Position

Max

Min

Mean

249.0
1.0
92.81
90.29
22.68
62.95
567.40 -1122.90 -288.14
11.78
-8.36
-0.004
17.60
-14.94
-0.18
2502.80 618.00 1704.18
1.20
-0.44
-0.0003
224.73
0.31
12.14
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Standard Deviation
45.01
5.29
136.49
1.901
2.74
266.86
0.08
12.93

Cluster Nine
Cluster nine comprised of another group of unstable approaches. These 9
flights had excessive altitudes and airspeeds, and fluctuations in the rate of
descent. Strong right crosswind components were evident in 40% of the
approaches with 10+ degree changes in roll.

Figure 46: Cluster 9 - Aerial view of the flight tracks.
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Figure 47: Cluster 9 - Line graph showing changes in the altitude, airspeed, vertical speed, position, pitch and roll for the unstable approaches.
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Figure 48: Cluster 9 - Pie chart showing five contributory events for the
unstable approaches.

Table 13: Cluster 9 - Summary statistics of flight parameters which shows the
highest mean, and maximum airspeed among all clusters.
Parameter
Altitude
Airspeed
Vertical Speed
Pitch
Roll
Eng RPM
Vertical Acceleration
Position

Max

Min

Mean

341.0
1.0
111.90
98.32
48.40
81.54
26.93 -1808.61 -561.66
7.43
-13.04
-1.20
21.80
-6.93
1.57
2615.60 891.10 1931.86
0.21
-0.27
0.012
214.78
0.31
22.77
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Standard Deviation
78.45
8.21
300.34
3.10
5.11
439.17
0.07
32.76

Clusters Ten to Twelve
Clusters ten to twelve are neighboring neurons, consequently their results had
many similarities and indistinct dissimilarities. Due to the level of cohesion
between these three neurons, their results will be presented contiguously to
highlight the subtle differences between them.
Cluster ten is the most densely populated neuron, and comprised of 1274
approaches; whereas clusters eleven and twelve contained 34 and 41 respectively.
All three clusters had a considerable occurrence of high/fast approaches.
However, the excessive roll events in cluster ten had strong right crosswinds with
a maximum of 24 knots and tailwinds greater than 11 knots. These are
contributory factors for the 10+ degree changes in roll shown in figure 52. Wind
velocity were not causal factors in cluster 11, however 11% of the approaches in
cluster 12 had tailwinds and crosswinds exceeding 5 and 10 knots respectively.
All three clusters had small changes in pitch as shown in figures 52, 53, and
54, similar engine RPM settings and rapid decelerations of 1100 fpm or greater.
Cluster ten contained approaches with the widest distance from the runway
centerline, and maximum altitude and airspeed of 347 feet and 86 knots. Cluster
eleven represented higher altitudes with the maximum being 365 feet, minimum
of 6 feet, and airspeeds up to 78 knots. Cluster twelve represented slightly lower
altitudes and airspeed, 337 feet AGL, and 77 knots (see tables 14, 15 and 16).
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Figure 49: Cluster 10 - 1274 densely populated approaches.

Figure 50: Cluster 11 - 34 high/fast approaches.

Figure 51: Cluster 12 - 41 high/fast approaches.
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Figure 52: Cluster 10 - Line graph showing changes in altitude, airspeed,
vertical speed, position, pitch and roll while on final.

Table 14: Cluster 10 - Summary statistics for the densely populated high/fast
cluster which had 10+ degree changes in roll, and approaches that were high, fast,
and wide with rapid descent profiles.
Parameter
Altitude
Airspeed
Vertical Speed
Pitch
Roll
Eng RPM
Vertical Acceleration
Position

Max

Min

Mean

347.0
1.0
107.46
86.41
29.81
63.48
445.97 -1445.40 -366.34
10.38
-10.03
-0.65
25.83
-23.79
-0.039
2472.40 606.00 1574.02
0.72
-0.46
0.0016
356.92
0.31
14.08
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Standard Deviation
56.58
4.83
145.14
1.97
2.90
204.12
0.072
16.73

Figure 53: Cluster 11 - Line graph of the parameter values, while on final.

Table 15: Cluster 11 - Summary statistics showing the range of values for the
high/fast/long approaches.
Parameter
Altitude
Airspeed
Vertical Speed
Pitch
Roll
Eng RPM
Vertical Acceleration
Position

Max

Min

Mean

365.0
6.0
136.05
78.65
45.65
64.75
33.41 -1169.85 -550.02
6.22
-8.34
-2.31
20.72
-9.33
0.54
2416.60 856.00 1286.04
0.45
-0.36
0.0038
211.05
0.31
14.71
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Standard Deviation
85.54
5.59
176.26
2.59
3.19
223.95
0.072
20.76

Figure 54: Cluster 12 - Line graph showing changes in altitude, airspeed,
vertical speed, position, pitch and roll.

Table 16: Cluster 12 - Summary statistics showing the range of values for the
descent profiles.
Parameter
Altitude
Airspeed
Vertical Speed
Pitch
Roll
Eng RPM
Vertical Acceleration
Position

Max

Min

Mean

337.0
1.0
129.0
77.32
23.86
63.10
343.38 -1383.33 -481.51
9.67
-11.62
-1.06
14.78
-13.75
0.07
2459.70 624.10 1332.16
0.81
-0.38
0.003
264.03
0.31
18.65
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Standard Deviation
79.46
6.30
199.53
2.48
2.89
320.06
0.078
27.09

Figure 55: Pie charts for clusters 10, 11 and 12 which shows the evaluated results
using the validation metrics.
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Outliers
Figure 21 shows various densely populated neurons with similar
characteristics, hence they were identified as clusters. Therefore, sparsely
populated neurons are identified as outlier flights. Figure 56 shows the aerial
view of their trajectories 80% of which were aborted between 50 and 100 feet
AGL.

Figure 56: Outliers - Aerial view of the trajectories for the outlier approaches.
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Figure 57: Outliers - Line graph showing changes in the altitude, airspeed,
vertical speed, position, pitch and roll for the outlier flights.
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Figure 58: Outliers - Pie chart showing the outlier approaches that were
evaluated based on the validation criteria.

Parameter
Altitude
Airspeed
Vertical Speed
Pitch
Roll
Eng RPM
Vertical Acceleration
Position

Max

Min

Mean

425.0
5.0
153.39
79.31
56.92
69.50
810.43 -1460.21 -410.65
10.49
-12.34
-0.79
22.96
-17.89
1.88
2480.40 935.70 1613.84
0.37
-0.34
0.019
310.17
0.31
27.96

Standard Deviation
91.82
4.70
666.85
6.12
6.77
622.29
0.115
50.03

Table 17: Outliers - Summary statistics for the outlier flights, which contains the
highest altitude in the dataset; most of these approaches were aborted.
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2.3.4

Summary

The evaluation of the above clusters demonstrated that VAEFM identified
clusters of correlated approach configurations. The results indicate that for the
month of June 2015, the approaches were predominately fast, some of which were
beyond 10 knots of UND’s mandated 61 knots, and were initiated around 250
feet AGL (which is also higher than expected). The wind component analysis
did not indicate strong tailwinds as contributory factors for the excessively fast
approaches. However, strong crosswinds or tailwinds are often present in
approaches with significant deviations in roll in their descent. Excessive VSI is
another issue and the maximum reported sink rate was over 2000 feet per minute.
There were several contributory factors for unstabilized approaches that were
present. However, only two clusters were identified as unstable, and there were
several outliers revealing fluctuations in aircraft trajectories and missed/aborted
approaches. Clusters 1 and 7 contained a high number of aborted approaches,
which are indications that some pilots took the necessary precaution, and
performed a go-around maneuver; on average this decision occurs at 70 feet AGL.
Table 18 contains a summary of the results obtained from the various
algorithms.
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Table 18: The performance assessment of the various algorithms.
Algorithm

K-Means

Distance Metric
/ Measure
Euclidean

Serial / Parallel
Processing
Serial

Summary
Average case analysis; identified
k user-defined clusters. The distance metric did not produce intuitive cluster formations.

Mahalanobis
DBSCAN

Euclidean

Serial

Average case analysis; identified
one cluster of high density. The
distance metric influenced the
cluster shape and the number of
outliers.

Mahalanobis
Euclidean

Serial

DBSCAN

Parallel

DTW

Serial
Parallel

Euclidean
SOM

Serial
DTW & Avg.
Rate of Change
DTW

Parallel

VAEFM

Reconstructionbased

Parallel
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Detailed analysis; very fast runtime. Finding appropriate values for the hyperparameters was
challenging. Poor quality clusters; most of the data was identified as outliers.
Encountered the same challenges
as its serial counterpart. However, parallel DBSCAN’s workload became imbalanced after 8
processors.
Average runtime:
33 hours,
poorly separated clusters.
Worst runtime: 34 hours (2 processors), best runtime 25 hours
(16 processors); the performance
gained was sluggish. There was
a bottleneck after 16 processors. Hyperparameters produced
poorly separated clusters.
Initial rate of false-positive flights
were very high. Retraining improved the results.
Created an atypicality score using
DTW warp cost and the average
rate of change [87].
Average runtime: 39 hours; clusters improved. DTW occasionally produced ineffective alignments. SOM’s topological preservation was not upheld.
Faster computation time than
DBSCAN, however it did not
scale beyond 16 processors. Best
runtime: 4 hours (16 processors),
worst runtime: 27 hours (2 processors).
Scalable; Identified 12 clusters,
several outliers with fluctuating
trajectories and unstabilized approaches. High density regions
can be problematic. Best runtime: < 5 minutes (256 processors), worst runtime: 35 hours (8
processors).

CHAPTER VII
CONCLUSION & FUTURE WORK
This dissertation entailed the analysis of time series data which presents
many challenges due to its high dimensional nature. Therefore, the accumulation
of temporal data makes its beyond the scope of efficient human analytical
capabilities – hence the need for data mining techniques. However, the
fundamental issue is representing temporal data in a manner where algorithms
can detect patterns, extract useful features and establish correlations using
appropriate similarity measures.
This research presented a framework for the analysis of time series data and a
comparative analysis of serial and parallel implementations of various
unsupervised machine learning algorithms were performed. The results indicated
that the centroid-based and density-based algorithms’ ability to identify clusters
was affected by the high dimensional nature of the data. Additionally, their
sequential nature made parallel implementations challenging, and the workload
became imbalanced when the number of processors increased. The neural
network-based clustering algorithm, i.e. the Self Organizing Map (SOM),
identified correlations in the data, however it also suffered from scalability issues
and potentially overfitting the data.
A new algorithm was developed, called the Variational Autoencoder Feature
Map (VAEFM), which was designed to improve the scalability of SOM, enhance
its training algorithm and minimize overfitting the data. VAEFM’s design
addresses two essential issues for effectively and efficiently analyzing time series –
data representation and similarity assessment [6, 7]. The VAEFM achieved an
average improvement in computation time of 70%, which demonstrate its
scalability for high performance computing systems; and its parallel granularity
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is determined by the volume of data.
The VAEFM analyzed 2582 flights that transpired at the Grand Forks
International Airport (GFK) in June 2015. It identified 12 clusters, two of which
contained stabilized approaches. The remaining results comprised of unstabilized
approaches, and other contributory factors such as steep changes in roll,
excessively high altitudes and/or fast airspeed, and rapid descent rates. Outlier
approaches with unstable flight trajectories and missed/aborted approaches were
also detected. The analysis of the wind components revealed that tailwinds of 5
knots or greater was not a contributory factor for excessively fast approaches.
However, strong crosswinds or tailwinds were often present in approaches with
unsafe low-level maneuvers.
The technique successfully identified clusters and outliers, some of which
would have a lower detection rate using current flight safety analysis techniques.
Furthermore, it identified anomalies with limited human intervention which is
crucial for flight training institutions that conduct thousands of approaches each
month.

1 Future Work
A limitation in the current methodology is the occurrence of densely populated
neurons, which could potentially obscure anomalies due to the volume of data.
Consequently, optimization methods can be applied to encourage the training
algorithm to distribute densely populated data to neighboring neurons.
The focus of this research was on the identification of atypical descent
patterns, however future efforts can extend the methodology to analyze: 1) other
phases of flight, e.g. take-off, and 2) aircraft maintenance issues.
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APPENDIX

Appendix A
Pseudocode Algorithms
1 K-Means
Algorithm 1: K-Means Algorithm
Input : k, x1 , x2 , ...xn
. k - number of clusters, x - training set data
Output: k clusters
1

Initialize k random cluster centers (centroids) µ1 , µ2 , ...µk

2

repeat
For each data point xi , assign it to the nearest centroid by minimizing hj
P P
hj = kj=1 ni=1 k xji − µj k2

3

4
5
6
7

for k = 1 → K do
µk = the mean of all data in cluster k
end
until convergence criteria
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2 Density Based Spatial Clustering of Applications with Noise
(DBSCAN)

Algorithm 2: The DBSCAN Algorithm
Input : Data, Eps, MinPts
1 ClusterId := 0
2 for i = 1 → Data.size do
3
Point := datai
4
if Point is UNCLASSIFIED then
5
ExpandCluster(Data, Point, ClusterId)
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22

ClusterId := ClusterId + 1
end
end
Procedure ExpandCluster(Data, Point, cID)
result := regionQuery(Point, Eps)
if result.size < MinPts then
Point = NOISE
else
for j = 1 → result.size do
Mark resultj as CLASSIFIED
neighbors := regionQuery(resultj , Eps)
if neighbors.size ≥ MinPts then
Merge neighbors with result
end
Assign result to cID
end
end
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3 Kohonen’s Self Organizing Map (SOM)

Algorithm 3: The Serial Self Organizing Map Algorithm
1: Initialize SOM
2: Normalize input vectors for t ← 1 → Nepochs do
for i ← 1 to Mdata do
I ← data(i)
Present I to each neuron to find the BMU(I), using eq. 10
v
u n
uX
D = t (Ii − Wi )2
i=1

(10)

BM U = argmin||D||
update the weights of the BMU and the neighboring neurons,
using eq. 11:
Wt+1 = Wt + Θt ∗ αt ∗ (Ii − Wi )
. αt eq. 12
. Θt eq. 13

(11)

t←t+1

αt = α0 ∗ exp(−t/N )

(12)

dist2
)
2 ∗ σt2
σt = SOMsize ∗ exp(−t/λ)
λ = N/SOMsize

(13)

Θt = exp(−

In the DTW variant of the SOM, equation 10 is replaced with Dynamic Time
Warping (DTW) (see equation 14) to identify: 1) the distance between each
Neuron’s weight vector and the time series data. The DTW heuristic calculates a
similarity score between the neuron’s weight vectors and and the input data,
called the warp cost.
v
u n
uX
D=t
DT Wcost (Ii − Wi )2
i=1

BM U = argmin||D||
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(14)

4 Parallel SOM

Algorithm 4: Async SOM Algorithm
1 Initialize MPI variables
2

Initialize SOM for all processors

3

Assign training data to the master process

4

if process is MASTER then
masterProcessing()

5

7

else
workerProcessing()

8

MPI.Finalize()

9

Procedure masterProcessing()
for t ← 1 → Nepochs do

6

10
11
12

for i ← 1 → Mdata do
I ← data(i)

13

MPI SEND(I, workers)

14

MPI RECEIVE(weight matrix, workers)

15

Accumulate weight matrix

16

update master’s SOM weights using eq 15

17

updatedSOM ← masterSOM

18

MPI SEND(updatedSOM , workers)

19

MPI SEND(I, workers)

20
21
22
23
24
25
26

Procedure workerProcessing()
bmu ← calculateBMU(data(I))
for i ← 1 → NsomLength do
for j ← 1 → MsomW idth do
nf ← calculate neighborhood(bmu) eg. 13
weight matrixij ← eq. 16
MPI SEND(weight matrix, master)

n
P

Wi+1 =

masterW eights(i) + weight matrix(i)

i=0
n
P

(15)
weight matrix(i) ∗ numData

i=0
n
P

W = worker weight +

nf ∗

p

n
P
i=0
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||I − W ||2

i=0

(16)
nf

5 Variational Autoencoder Feature Map

Algorithm 5: Asynchronous Variational Autoencoder Feature Map Algorithm
Input : s, x, y
. s - SOM size, x - training set, y - test set
1 Initialize MPI variables
2

Initialize SOM ← w, h

3

if process is master then
masterProcessing()

4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

else
workerProcessing()
Procedure masterProcessing()
for i = 1 → numdata do
for s = 1 → commsize do
MPI SEND(xi , workers )
i←i+1
for s = 1 → commsize do
MPI RECEIVE(weights, workers )

14

Select Best Matching Unit

15

Identify BMU’s neighbors

16

Update SOM Weights (eq 17)

17

Divide test set into n equal partitions

18

for s = 1 → commsize do
MPI SEND([SOM, datapartition ], workers )

19
20
21
22
23

MPI RECEIVE(flight Mappings, workers )
Merge mappings from all workers
Procedure workerProcessing()
Initialize d variational autoencoders (VAE)

25

for i = 0 → d do
Train V AEi ← xi

26

MPI SEND(V AEweights , master)

24
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. d - duration of flight

W eights = W eightsold + α ∗ BM Uweights ∗ Θi
. α - learning rate


dist2
Θi = exp −
2 ∗ region2i
σ = SOMsize /2
λ = maxiterations /σ


regioni = σ ∗ exp − 1 ∗ (curIteration /λ)

94
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